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Abstrac t

The Bulgarian banking sector differs structurally from its counterparts in Hungary ,
Poland and the Czech Republic . Prior to the political changes, the Bulgarian National Ban k
(BNB) had created eight specialized development banks (SCBs) and retained its commercia l
activities . In 1990, full dissolution came when fifty-nine commercial banks (CBs) were
created from BNB branches . The policy allowed any branches to form their own voluntary
associations with the intent of encouraging large numbers of small banks to foste r
competition . At the same time, private banks and joint-venture banks were licensed . The
experiment failed due to the large size imbalance between the SCBs and most of the CBs .
Under the urging and guidance of international organizations, BNB created the Ban k
Consolidation Company (BCC) to design a proposal for consolidating banks into large r
entities. each of which was intended to be strong enough to contest the credit market . The
voluntary nature of mergers was stressed : indeed the first consolidated bank, the United
Bulgarian Bank (UBB), was formed by a voluntary association that originated wit h
discussions among the participants well before the creation of BCC .

In the spring of 1993, the BCC drew up a consolidation proposal consisting of UBB ,
the Bulgarian Foreign Trade Bank, four former SCBs as separate stand-alone banks, and four
groups each including one former SCB and several CBs . These ten banks are licensed a s
universal banks; the objective was to make them comparable enough in size to promot e
competition at least in local markets . Ten major private banks and a few joint-venture bank s
were also expected to contest these markets . However, consolidation has hit several snags .
First, the BCC-proposed four groups were formed by "arranged marriages" as the BCC use d
its majority ownership position to vote compliance . Whether internal reorganization in thes e
consolidated banks will yield proper governance is questionable . Second, the governmen t
program to remove inherited bad loans from the banks' balance sheets is not sufficient i n
coverage to resolve the problem . Hence. banks are required to accumulate reserves agains t
inherited debt . Third . credit is still rationed by BNB. As a result, interest spreads are kept
high to accommodate provisioning by the large state-owned banks while the smaller privat e
banks reap windfall gains when they gain access to good borrowers .

Promoting competition in the credit market will require the appropriate regulator y
environment and proper bank governance. To foster a contestable market, the BNB must
discontinue credit rationing . The inherited bad loans legacy must be removed to allow th e
newly formed banks to be aggressive in seeking out good borrowers . Finally, the ten
consolidated state banks must be primed for privatization . Curiously, the BCC mandate run s
out after three years although it currently holds majority ownership in each of th e
consolidated banks. This mandate should be extended to allow the BCC to create the missin g
ingredient in a truly contestable credit market, private banks . In Bulgaria, this necessary ste p
lies in the fairly distant future .



The Bulgarian National Bank (BNB), like its central bank counterparts throughou t

Eastern Europe, was the country's primary commercial bank during the socialist period . In

Bulgaria, financial decentralization began before the political transformation . A major

commercial bank, Mineralbank, was established in 1981 to provide additional financing for

the enterprise sector in excess of the credit authorized in the macroeconomic plan . 1 In 1987 ,

BNB created seven specialized commercial (development) banks (SCBs) to provide long-ter m

investment credit for specific sectors of the economy . Old company debt was placed on the

balance sheets of these specialized banks accompanied by deposits and state-guarantee d

credit . By 1987, a two-tier investment/commercial banking system was in operation i n

Bulgaria . 2

Full separation of BNB from all commercial activities occurred in 1990. At that time ,

any of the 145 BNB branch offices were allowed to undertake commercial business either as

an individual entity or in combination with other branches . All newly created banks were to

be organized as shareholding companies and permitted to operate as universal banks . In the

process, 59 new commercial banks (CBs) were formed . The state's intent was to stimulate

competition by encouraging a large number of universal banks .

Despite this objective, Bulgarian financial markets did not become contestable . The

SCBs and the largest CBs dominated the credit market relying heavily on the BNB for funds .

The State Savings Bank (SSB) was the main depository of household savings and BN B

intermediated the market between deposits and credit . 3 Most of the CBs were small, single-

branch operations unable to operate at a scale large enough to foster competitio n

1 For more details on the organization of Bulgarian banking, see Alfredo Thorne . "Issues in
Reforming Financial Systems in Eastern Europe : The Case of Bulgaria," WPS 882, The Worl d
Bank, April 1992 and William C . Hunter, "Banking Reform and the Transition to a Market Econom y
in Bulgaria : Problems and Prospects," Economic Review, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta ,
January/February 1993, pp . 15 - 22.

2At that time, investment credit was about 45% of total credit : the entire amount of investmen t
credit was allocated to these seven banks .

3 In 1990, the ratio of BNB credit to total bank assets was on average 57% for SCBs and 22% fo r
CBs although 32% of BNB credits to CBs was held by the largest 5 CBs (Thorne, p .5 . )
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independently.4 The World Bank made bank consolidation a condition for dispensing a

structural adjustment loan and, in turn, cooperated with the BNB in designing a scheme to

reduce drastically the number of commercial banks .

In April 1992, a London-based consulting firm, DFC Ltd ., was commissioned t o

study the structure of banking in Bulgaria . 5 The report concluded that the Bulgarian bankin g

system was underdeveloped (in terms of branches and bank employees per capita) ,

fragmented (regarding the number of banks), but concentrated (with respect to individua l

bank portfolios). The scarcity of trained personnel created a tension between the dual

objectives of portfolio diversity and customer complementarity in designing a consolidatio n

scheme . The consultants recommended the creation by merger of eight foundation banks ,

each with some operational specialization . One of these banks was to be a "hospital" bank i n

which all pre-1991 inherited bad loans were to be placed . The intent was to encourage th e

seven healthy foundation banks to grow and diversify with respect both to their clientele an d

to the products and services offered . The responsibility for working out the inherited proble m

loans was to fall to the hospital bank .

In May 1992, the BNB and the Bulgarian Foreign Trade Bank (BFTB) founded th e

Bank Consolidation Company (BCC) as a joint-stock holding company for the shares in CB s

held by the BNB, BFTB and the state-owned companies . According to its articles o f

association, the BCC is set up for a maximum period of three years with a mandate " . . . to

promote the creation of an effective banking system in the Republic of Bulgaria through th e

management of the shares it has acquired and the amalgamation of commercia l banks."6

Toward this end, the BCC has proposed the creation of ten major universal commercia l

4 See the information provided in Appendix A on CBs involved in the bank consolidation scheme ,
especially CB of Devin, CB of Lyaskovetch, and CB of Tchepelare .

5 The information in this paragraph comes from Jose Luis Mombru, "Banking Consolidation i n
Bulgaria: A Few Ideas and Suggestions from an International View," Bank Review, a quarterl y
journal from the BNB . No . 4, 1992, pp. 19 - 31 .

6 "Articles of Association of the Bank Consolidation Company/ Basic Principles of the Approac h
Towards Bank Consolidation," Sofia, May 1992, adopted at the shareholders' meeting in Augus t
1992 .
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banks from the seventy-odd state banks . The recommendation of setting up a "hospital" ban k

for inherited bad loans was rejected . The problem of bad loans was left for the governmen t

to handle .

Appendix A lists the ten proposed universal banks with their constituent former bank s

and contains both financial (equity and net assets) and structural information (number o f

branches and staff) for each component . 7 Three of the ten proposed banks are simply former

SCBs, Biochim (chemicals and pharmaceuticals), Economic Bank (energy and heav y

industry), and Mineralbank (manufacturing), founded in 1981 and also known as The Bank

for Economic Projects . In addition to these three, BFTB is also a stand-alone bank in the

sense that it was not created by consolidation . The other six proposed banks are formed b y

mergers of CBs and include at least one SCB .

The first consolidated universal bank, United Bulgarian Bank (UBB), was establishe d

formally at the end of September 1992 and created by the voluntary merger of twenty-two

banks, of which twenty-one were CBs and one (Stroibank) was an SCB (construction) . In

1991, officials of CB Doverie and Stroibank began discussing a possible merger ; they were

joined by officials from other small CBs . Merger plans were drawn up by the participant s

and approved by the BNB and the BCC in the summer of 1992 . UBB is the fourth larges t

commercial bank in Bulgarian in terms of net assets behind the BFTB, Economic Bank, an d

Biochim. The creation of UBB stands as a model for a voluntary merger; UBB has co-CEO s

one from each of the principal founders .

Slightly smaller than UBB in terms of net assets, the fifth largest bank i s

Mineralbank, a former SCB . Following in order are Hebrosbank (organized around th e

Agrarian and Cooperative Bank, a former SCB concentrating in agriculture), Balkanban k

(which takes the name of the former large SCB concentrating in machinery an d

manufacturing), Sofiabank (which includes the electronics industry's former SCB ,

7 One of the ten proposed banks, Bulgarian Post Bank, is to be set up as a deposit bank . It wil l
include the former Postbank but the prospects for incorporating part or all of the SSB at some futur e
date are unclear. Due to the uncertainty surrounding its status, we exclude it from consideration i n
what follows although we do provide information about Postbank and the SSB in Appendix A .
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Electronika) and Expressbank (which incorporates the transportation sector's former SCB,

Transport Bank) .

Although the basic principles of the BCC stress the advantages of voluntary mergers ,

the BCC found it necessary to exercise its majority ownership at the 1993 shareholder s

meetings of many CBs to orchestrate the formation of these last four groups . In planning the

composition of each group, BCC considered financial indicators and the quality of the loa n

portfolios of the constituent parts . As the information in Appendix A indicates, these BCC -

merged groups are reasonably similar in financial and structural terms . I was shown a map i n

the office of Mr . Elen Georgiev, chairman of the BCC, that contained colored pin s

representing the branches of the newly formed groups, the UBB and the stand-alone forme r

SCB banks . Geographic clusters clearly indicated an attempt to promote local competition as

each major region contained pins of at least four different colors . However, the "shot-gun "

marriages orchestrated by the BCC to create the final four groups may lead to interna l

organizational problems that will retard these banks' ability to compete amongst themselve s

and with other universal banks .

Private banks are potential competition for the state-owned banks . Since 1990, privat e

commercial banks and joint venture banks have been allowed . One joint venture bank ,

Bulgarian-American Bank, is in operation while a second license has been approved by th e

BNB but not yet used for the formation of the First Balkan American Bank . In 1990, two

private banks, First Private Bank and the Bank for Agricultural Credits . were listed among

the top ten banks in terms of "ownership capital" in the BNB Annual Report . BCC expect s

about ten major private banks to emerge to compete with the ten consolidated state banks . In

this vision, the Bulgarian banking system may be well on its way to a level enough playin g

field with sufficient players to promote competition . 8

However, institutional barriers are likely to prevent much progress towar d

contestability in the near future . Currently commercial banks rely heavily on BNB for acces s

to credit . BNB, in turn, imposes credit ceilings on the banks to ration available deposits . In

4

8 Hungary a country with a population of similar size has only four major state banks althoug h
joint venture banks play an important role in promoting competition, especially for services .



the Bulgarian system, interest arrears on bad loans are counted against these ceilings . For

some banks, this situation imposes strict restraints on new loans to either the private sector

or to state firms involved in restructuring product lines . Regulatory requirements concernin g

provisioning against bad loans were announced by BNB in June 1993 . Hence, the large state

banks burdened by inherited bad loans require large interest spreads (the difference betwee n

lending and deposit rates) to generate necessary reserves . Since the private banks are

currently too small to influence interest rates significantly, the large state banks act as pric e

leaders in the credit market and enforce a cartel-like price. The resulting large interest

spreads allow the state-owned banks to cover losses from bad loans by earning high profit s

on good loans and permit the smaller private banks to earn windfall profits on loans made a t

high rates when they are able to gain access to good borrowers . Hence, creditworthy

customers subsidize the loss-making enterprises indirectly through the credit market .

Resolving the problem of inherited bad loans is crucial to creating an environmen t

conducive to promoting a contestable credit market . Estimates of the extent of bad loans in

bank portfolios diverge widely . At the end of 1990, a Western estimate of non-performin g

loans for commercial banks was put at 21 .3 billion leva which was more than 50% of the

total credit extended . 9 However, the balance sheet data for the end of 1991 made availabl e

to DRC records bad debts totalling only 8 .7 billion leva for the entire banking sector . 10

These two statistics provide a rather wide range for estimating the extent of the bad deb t

problem .

An informed "guesstimate" can be constructed using the Bulgarian government' s

announced 1993 loan swap program . In two tranches, the first of 5 and the second of 1 2

billion leva, the government is to replace "old" bad loans with fifteen-year Treasury bonds .

Several people estimated that a government program covering a total of 17 billion leva 11

9 Alfredo Thorne, "Issues in Reforming Financial Systems in Eastern Europe : The Case of
Bulgaria," WPS 882, The World Bank, April 1992 .

10 The same data indicate provisions in excess of bad debts for the top ten state banks (ranked b y
capital) and aggregate provisions of 5 .7 billion leva for the commercial banks .

5
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would replace about 20% of the bad loans on the commercial banks balance sheets in mid -

1993 . If correct, this judgement would imply aggregate bad loans amounting to about 8 5

billion leva. I estimate total credit extended in mid-1993 by commercial banks to be between

170 and 190 billion leva . 12 Then bad loans would be between 45% and 50% of the total

loan portfolios of commercial banks. Such an estimate seems reasonable as about one-third o f

the portfolio of UBB, a bank that is among the healthiest of the consolidated group, i s

currently judged to be doubtful . Hence, the proposed government program will not be far-

reaching enough to relieve the inherited bad loan burden from the consolidated banks an d

create the foundation necessary for building a healthy, competitive banking system .

The credit ceilings imposed by the BNB are a further deterrent to a contestable credi t

market. The BNB must change from being a rationer of credit, a lender of first resort, to

become a proper regulator of a decentralized banking system . Vested with supervisor y

authority by the banking law, the BNB is currently designing a regulatory strategy based o n

standard international practice . At the same time, BNB is undertaking direct policies t o

improve the health of commercial banks . For example, BNB wrote off from its own

reserves about one and one-half billion leva of bad loans from the energy sector that ha d

been on the books of Economic Bank prior to January 1, 1990. In this way, the BNB is

nudging the Bulgarian banking system toward a more level playing field .

Yet current policies are not sufficient to promote a contestable credit market . Once

formed, each of the ten consolidated universal banks remains state-owned with the BC C

retaining majority ownership . However, BCC's articles of consolidation provide for only a

three-year term of operation . It seems unlikely that these ten banks will be primed fo r

privatization, i .e., full divestiture of the shares held by the BCC, within that time frame .

The BCC's mandate should be extended in scope and time to allow it to prepare these bank s

for privatization . Only when proper bank governance in an environment of responsibl e

regulatory supervision is attained will credit markets in Bulgaria be truly contestable .

12 Total credit extended from the consolidated balance sheets of Bulgarian commercial bank s
stood at 131 .64 billion leva in nominal terms as of July 1992 . This amount was about 50% larger
than in July 1991 . By extrapolating and adjusting for a somewhat lower inflation rate, I calculate thi s
range .
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Appendix A :

THE TEN UNIVERSAL AND CONSOLIDATED BULGARIAN BANKS *
(ranked by net assets defined as assets minus transfers )

Equity Net Assets Branches Staf f

1 . BULGARIAN FOREIGN TRADE BANK

250,834 58,405,429 1 49 1

2 . ECONOMIC BANK
85,530 41,839,888 25 73 7

3 . BIOCHIM
78,255 31,541,711 11 27 5

4 . UNITED BULGARIAN BANK
Total :

	

343,770 19,537,108 56 228 7

CB Doverie 41,600 2,584,371 1 23 9
Stroibank 30,380 3,229,080 7 18 9
CB of Botevgrad 7,000 204,759 1 4 0
CB of Vratza 20,600 1,198,710 4 15 6
CB of Gabrovo 15,590 709,972 2 11 6
CB of Elhovo 7,000 128,658 2 4 1
"Iskar" Bank 8,200 310,175 1 4 8
CB of Kurdzhali 8,920 na 3 10 3
CB of Lovetch 11,160 742,387 5 10 9
CB of Michallovgrad 11,860 608,780 2 11 2
CB of Novo Zagora 7,000 180,030 1 3 8
CB of Pazardzhik 13,925 1,073,067 4 13 1
CB of Pernik 13,600 972,422 3 14 4
CB of Peshtera 7,000 157,128 1 4 0
CB of Pleven 32,130 2,398,651 3 18 5
CB of Popovo 7,000 222,134 1 4 0
CB of Rousse 35,400 1,802,663 4 212
CB of Samokov 7,000 155,107 1 3 4
CB of Sliven 12,650 605,639 3 11 3
CB of Turgovishte 8,810 507,676 2 8 2
CB of Haskovo 15,030 816,617 4 na
CB of Shumen 21,915 929,082 1 11 5

5 . MINERALBANK
145,780 19,291,757 12 38 5

* Financial values in thousands of leva as of December 1991 .
Source :

	

BNB and BCC
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Equity

	

Net Assets

	

Branches Staf f

6 .

	

HEBROSBANK
Total :

	

222,149 13,224,779

	

38

	

1167

Agrarian and Coop . Bank

	

89,979

	

6,120,177

	

17

	

305
CB of Plovdiv

	

62,470

	

3,541,895

	

3

	

33 9
CB of Blagoevgrad

	

18,000

	

1,113,288

	

7

	

16 2
CB of Veliko Turnovo

	

21,100

	

1,132,561

	

7

	

17 3
CB of Mezdra

	

7,000

	

206,372

	

1

	

4 1
CB of Troyan

	

7,000

	

237,089

	

1

	

4 3
CB of Tchepelare

	

7,000

	

95,551

	

1

	

2 6
"Vitosha" Bank

	

9,600

	

777,846

	

1

	

7 8

7 .

	

BALKANBANK

	

128,336 11,791,079

	

32

	

56 3
Total :

Balkanbank

	

99,656 10,499,113

	

26

	

34 8
CB of Vidin

	

12,170

	

757,908

	

4

	

10 7
CB of Goma Oryahovitza

	

9,510

	

416,622

	

1

	

8 6
CB of Lyaskovetz

	

7,000

	

117,436

	

1

	

2 2

8. SOFIABANK
Total :

	

139,020

	

9,904,148

	

19

	

87 5

Electronika

	

68,370

	

3,894,089

	

6

	

28 5
CB "Sofia"

	

14,050

	

4,153,916

	

2

	

30 9
"Hemus"

	

35,600

	

911,567

	

10

	

20 0
CB of Kazanlak

	

21,000

	

944,576

	

1

	

8 1

9. EXPRESSBANK
Total :

	

167,180

	

7,998,056

	

26

	

88 0

Transport Bank

	

30,470

	

2,485,065

	

4

	

9 3
CB of Varna

	

36,500

	

2,134,741

	

3

	

23 4
CB of Gotze Deltchev

	

7,000

	

248,480

	

1

	

2 8
CB of Kyustendl

	

18,400

	

346,607

	

1

	

6 0
CB of Smolyan

	

7,000

	

380,258

	

4

	

8 8
CB of Tcherven Bryag

	

7,000

	

302,203

	

1

	

3 5
CB of Silistra

	

13,130

	

622,643

	

2

	

7 2
CB of Devin

	

7,000

	

50,720

	

1

	

2 3
CB of Provadia

	

7,000

	

169,133

	

1

	

3 6
Rila-Dupritsa

	

7,000

	

413,565

	

6

	

6 7
"Vazrajdane" Bank

	

26,680

	

844,641

	

2

	

14 4

10. BULGARIAN POST BANK
Postbank

	

60,000

	

543,444

	

7

	

20 0

STATE SAVINGS BANK

	

600,000 29,000,000

	

177

	

7,564

8



Appendix B :

INTERVIEWS

Sofia, Bulgaria : June 7 - 11, 199 3

Mr. Lyubomir Filipov, Member of the Managing Board and Head of
the National Currency Operations Department, Bulgaria n
National Bank

Mr. Elen Georgiev, Executive Director, Bank Consolidation Company

Mr. Georgi Georgiev, D eputy President and Member of the Board ,
Central Cooperative Bank Ltd .

Mr . Kiril Kalinov, Member of the Board of Directors, Bulgarian
Foreign Trade Bank

Professor Dr . Garabed Minassian, Acting Director, Institute o f
Economics, Bulgarian Academy of Science s

Mr . Stephen Barclay Strauss, Senior Financial Advisor, Unite d
Bulgarian Bank

Mr . Stilian Vatev, Director General Investments, United Bulgaria n
Bank

Mr . John Wilton, Resident Re presentative, World Bank

Dr . James Wooster, Resident Tax Policy Advisor, Ministry o f
Finance, (Department of Treasury, U .S .A . )

a
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